Utilizing QCD sum rules, we extract the temperature dependences of the spectral properties of the pseudo-scalar and scalar D mesons regarded as chiral partners. Besides the masses also decay constants are analyzed as the D meson yields in heavy-ion collisions may be sensitive to their altered decay properties in an ambient strongly interacting medium. Our findings are (i) a decreasing scalar D meson mass for growing temperatures while its pseudo-scalar partner meson seems hardly affected, which is in qualitative agreement with hadronic model calculations; (ii) inferring an equally weak temperature dependence of the pseudo-scalar D meson decay properties the decreasing residua and decay constants of the scalar particle point towards partial chiral restoration. As a bonus of our analysis in the pseudo-scalar sector we determine the pseudo-scalar decay constant at vanishing temperature. Due to the connection to particular leptonic branching fractions this decay constant is of great interest allowing for the determination of the off-diagonal CKM matrix element |V cd | at zero temperature.
Introduction
Open charm mesons uncover various fundamental features of QCD. In relation to light quarks (q), the remnant of spontaneously broken chiral symmetry [1] should show up, while the heavy quarks (Q) give rise to another special symmetry resulting in the heavy-quark expansion [2] . That is, the open charm mesons feature via m q < Λ QCD < m Q the hierarchy of masses m q,Q w. r. t. the scale Λ QCD [3] emerging from dimensional transmutation together with the specifics of light and heavy quark dynamics formally tied to the expansions of m q → 0 and m Q → ∞. The center symmetry, essentially related to confinement, in contrast, is anchored in the flavor-blind glue dynamics [4] . Owing to the relation m q m Q , open charm (or even better, bottom) mesons can be considered as two-body bound states with valence quark structureqQ orQq. Thus, one can consider open charm mesons as QCD-type hydrogen atoms, though, the current quark mass of the light quark makes the system relativistic. In heavy-ion collisions at high beam energies, e. g. at LHC and RHIC, charm degrees of freedom enjoy some abundancy [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , such that they can serve as probes of the above quoted facets of QCD: chiral symmetry breaking and its restoration, confinement and deconfinement, charm-hadron spectroscopy etc. Further interesting aspects of open flavor mesons are rare CP-violating decays [10] and their role w. r. t. exotic quantum numbers [11] . In this paper, we utilize the QCD sum rule (QSR) tool [12] and compare chiral-partner open-charm mesons, that is the pseudo-scalar (P) D meson and the scalar (S) D meson.
Mass modifications
Chiral partners in the light-quark sector, e. g. the spectra of ρ and a 1 mesons, should become mass degenerate under chiral restoration [13, 14] , but also the individual fate of a member in the chiral multiplet under chiral restoration is of interest [15] [16] [17] . As mentioned above, also the open-charm mesons are subject to chiral restoration, albeit in a different manner.
Studying patterns of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DχSB) with mesons containing a heavy and a light quark seems to be superimposed by the explicit symmetry breaking due to the non-negligible heavy-quark mass. However, the original light-quark problem can be translated into the heavy-light sector, if the chiral symmetry transformations are restricted to the light-quark content. As exemplified in Appendix A for the D 0 meson, the respective pseudo-scalar current can be transformed into the scalar current by a finite chiral transformation with a specific set of rotation parameters. Thus, the pseudo-scalar and scalar D 0 mesons are qualified as chiral partners, which would have degenerate spectral properties in a chirally symmetric world. In contrast, the experimentally verified masses [3] , m P = 1.865 GeV and m S = 2.318 GeV, deviate by about 450 MeV (similar to the a 1 -ρ mass splitting) signaling the dynamical breakdown of chiral symmetry which is driven by order parameters [18] [19] [20] [21] , e. g. most prominently by the chiral condensate 〈qq〉 as well as by chirally odd four-quark condensates which vanish in a chiral restoration scenario. The DχSB phenomenology, e. g. the splitting of chiral partner masses, can also be inferred from Weinberg sum rules in the heavy-light sector [22] . While in the pure light-quark sector, the renormalization group invariant (RGI) quantity m q 〈qq〉 is essentially the steering quantity directly related to chiral aspects, for open-charm mesons, the combination m Q 〈qq〉 has been identified [19, 21, 23, 24] as a central quantity, with much larger numerical impact due to the large charm quark mass.
In line with [13, 25] one may discuss several patterns of approaching chiral restoration. Masses might change as m P → m S or m S → m P or both changing. Also more complicated changes of the spectral properties are conceivable like mixing or a melting of the spectra as a precursor to deconfinement. The hadronic approach in [26] favors a decreasing scalar D meson mass for growing temperatures, ultimately approaching the pseudo-scalar D meson mass which essentially remains at its vacuum value. Astonishingly, a simple ratio QSR analysis in the spirit of Ioffe [27] , where the continuum of the spectral function is removed and the Borel mass is taken as the charm quark mass, gives a comparable result. Here the pseudo-scalar D meson mass mildly grows for rising temperatures from m P = 1.945 GeV in vacuum to 1.997 GeV at T = 150 MeV, while the scalar D meson mass drops somewhat stronger from m S = 2.477 GeV to 2.339 GeV. For a mutual judging of these restoration patterns, it is the first goal of this paper to contrast the findings in [26] and the Ioffe estimates with results from rigorous finite-temperature QSRs complementing our previous studies [19, 23] at finite net-nucleon densities.
answer, unless extremely tiny effects would be accessible. However, it should be recalled that even the seemingly innocent quest for a 'mass shift', e. g. for the pseudo-scalar D meson suffers from some controversy within the QSR approach [23, [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Due to the meson mass malaise one may shift the focus onto the decay properties of the mesons. Investigations of mesonic decay properties, e. g. widths and decay constants, have attracted much attention in recent years [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , not only in the realm of QSRs [43] [44] [45] , because accurate numerical values of open-flavor meson decay constants could be used to constrain, inter alia, off-diagonal CKM matrix elements from weak decays of these mesons. To this end, an optimized QSR approach has been introduced [36] tailored to extract mesonic decay constants. It is the second goal of this paper to deduce and contrast for the first time the temperature dependences of the D meson decay properties from the new and the conventional QSR approach. This widens the quest for chiral restoration patterns at finite temperatures beyond chiral partner meson mass degeneracy, thus contributing to the understanding of in-medium properties of chiral partner mesons.
While vacuum spectral properties of the pseudo-scalar D mesons are experimentally well constrained, only limited information on scalar D mesons is currently available. The QSR investigations of these particular mesons exhibit a congruent pattern: Pseudo-scalar D mesons attracted much attention, where recent studies focus either on precise predictions of spectral or QCD parameters in vacuum [41] or on medium modifications [33, 46] ; whereas scalar D meson QSRs have been rarely analyzed so far, primarily in vacuum [42, [47] [48] [49] or cold nuclear matter [50] . As the idea of heavy-light mesons as probes of DχSB gains acceptance also further investigations of chiral partners based on different approaches are performed [26, [51] [52] [53] [54] emphasizing the role of the scalar D meson. Accordingly, we set up the in-medium QSR for the scalar D meson in order to seek for signals of chiral restoration at finite temperatures in a particle-anti-particle symmetric medium.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we provide the necessary ingredients to formulate finite-temperature QSRs of pseudo-scalar and scalar open charm mesons, while the numerical input is relegated to Sec. 3. Section 4 accommodates the conventional evaluation of D meson sum rules at finite T , where we give insights into important intermediate results in order to understand the distinct temperature behaviors of pseudo-scalar and scalar D mesons in the scope of QSRs. These results, in particular the obtained decay properties, are confronted with a QSR evaluation with given meson-mass input in Sec. 5. Thereby, we can extract the off-diagonal CKM matrix element |V cd | from the pseudo-scalar vacuum decay constant as well. We summarize our findings in Sec. 6 . Further details on chiral symmetry transformations in the heavy-light sector, temperature effects on the pseudo-scalar and scalar OPEs as well as on the QSR approach for extracting decay constants are provided in the appendices.
Finite-temperature sum rules of pseudo-scalar and scalar D mesons
As we aim for the temperature dependences of the masses, residua and decay constants of pseudo-scalar and scalar D mesons, finite-temperature (T ) QSRs are evaluated based on the thermal average (〈· · · 〉 T ) of the time-ordered (T) current-current correlator [55] 
with momentum p and the interpolating current j X which couples to the desired meson species X . The obtained vacuum results can be compared directly to decay constants from recent QSR analyses using the following currents:
with the canonical definition of vector and axial-vector currents, i. e. j of charged pseudo-scalar mesons in [3] ). The pseudo-scalar D meson decay constant f P defined as
analogously to the pion decay constant, reappears in
by virtue of Eq. (2a), where |P〉 denotes the pseudo-scalar D meson state with mass m P . Accordingly, the decay constant f P contributes to the leptonic decay width of lepton flavor
the numerical value of which can be obtained from the branching ratio
Analogous definitions and relations hold for the scalar particle S, however, experimental results for the wanted branching fraction of a decay into a specific leptonic channel,
are not yet available since Γ tot is governed by the strong interaction [3] which drives the branching ratio tiny.
1
A dispersion relation, which links the correlator (1) to its imaginary part, allows for two representations of Π X : (i) it can be expanded into an asymptotic series of thermally averaged, local QCD operators, which is termed operator product expansion (OPE), and (ii) it can be expressed by the spectral density ρ X = ImΠ X /π encoding the phenomenological properties of the meson X . In order to improve the reliability of such a sum rule a Borel transformation,
performed, where for mesons at rest, p = (p 0 , 0), the dependence on the meson energy in the deep Euclidean limit p 2 0 → −∞ is traded for a Borel mass dependence M [55] . The Borel transformed in-medium dispersion relations as well as OPE formulae for pseudo-scalar currents [23] can be easily rewritten for scalar mesons, e. g. using Eq. (3.3) in [19] and Eq. (3) in [21] for the sum rule pieces being even and odd in p 0 [56] , respectively. At finite temperature but zero net-baryon density, where D and anti-D meson properties are degenerate, 2 the QSRs reduce to
with the finite temperature OPE derived in the MS scheme and in the 'light chiral limit', m q → 0, 1 Although, no charged scalar D meson S + is listed in [3] it is assumed in this work to coincide with the uncharged D meson m S + m S 0 due to iso-spin symmetry. This is also in agreement with the small SU(3) light-quark flavor breaking [48] , i. e. m S + s m S + , and supported by analogy to the pseudo-scalar channel m P + m P 0 . 2 In a particle-anti-particle asymmetric medium, i. e. at finite net-baryon density, open flavor mesons feature meson-antimeson mass splitting [23] which considerably complicates the extraction of the corresponding residua, cf. Ref. [57] .
where X stands for either P or S. The residue in vacuum satisfies [35, 36, 48 ]
justified by comparison of Eq. (8) with the spectral density entering the Källén-Lehmann representation of the current-current correlator (1), where a complete set of hadronic states has been inserted which share the quantum numbers of X . In this representation, the lowest resonance enters with the residuum |〈0| j X (0)|X 〉| 2 (cf. Eq. (4) for the justification of (9)) and further (multi-particle) excitations occur which are combined to the continuum in the ansatz (8) . In order to render our results comparable with the findings in [35, 36, 48] we assume that Eq. (9) holds at finite temperatures as well. Note that this is a simplifying assumption. In particular, in a medium the relation (3) might not hold anymore with the same f P for µ = 0 and for µ = 1, 2, 3; see, e.g., [61] for the corresponding case of the pion decay constant. The reason is that a thermal medium enforces a heat-bath vector as a second four-vector in addition to the meson momentum p µ . We will come back to a discussion of the in-medium behavior of the decay constants below. Employing the ansatz (8) the spectral integral in Eq. (6) yields
conveniently split into the resonance part Π res X and the continuum part Π cont X , being the first and second terms in the second line in (10), respectively. The ratio QSRs are utilized to deduce the meson masses from
with the shorthand notation
for the derivative operator, while the residua are
The part of the temperature dependence of the phenomenological side that is caused by tanh s/(2T ) , cf. Eq. (6) 
The numerical values of the pole
Considering the inherent uncertainties of the QSR framework the factor tanh s/(2T ) may be safely neglected in the spectral integral kernel for our purposes, i. e. for the pole + continuum ansatz (8) with physically restricted support {s : s > m Q } at moderate temperatures T < T est .
Numerical input parameters
The numerical evaluations of the QSRs below utilize running QCD parameters in the MS scheme on two-loop level with µ = 1.5 GeV, i. e. the strong coupling, quark mass and condensates according to Ref. [40] . The needed RGI quantities are deduced from experimental results listed in Ref. [3] . In particular, the QCD scale Λ QCD is directly determined from α s (µ = m Z = 91.2 GeV) = 0.1184 and the RGI quark massm Q from m Q (µ = 2 GeV) = 1.275 GeV while the RGI chiral condensateμ 7). The second column contains the vacuum values, while the last column provides the temperature dependent part of the condensates at µ = 1.5 GeV using an RGI chiral condensateμ 3 q = (0.251 GeV) 3 and the integral definitions
condensate vacuum value temperature dependent part
2 GeV) = 0.008 GeV. The temperature behavior of the contributing condensates, estimated for an ambient non-interacting pion gas, has a sizable impact on the QSRs. The temperature dependences of numerically relevant condensates are listed in Tab. 1, whereas the medium-specific condensates [62] are negligible due to the suppression factor of order α s /π and twist > 2, respectively [55] . The above decay constant f π and the chiral limit, i. e. m π = 0, have been used to produce the numerical coefficients in the last column in Tab. 1.
Conventional Borel analysis

Comparison of pseudo-scalar and scalar D mesons
Considering the Borel mass M as a fiducial parameter, one has to extract the three parameters m X , R X and s X 0 from one equation, i. e. Eq. (6), formally reading
There are several strategies to accomplish that goal, cf. Refs. [63, 64] . We follow here as closely as possible our previously employed procedure for the ρ meson [65] , i. e. we supplement Eq. (6) by the derivative sum rule emerging from
(This is a common procedure, see [12, 63] for reasoning and applications.) The resulting two equations can be combined to obtain m X (s constructed such that higher OPE terms do not contribute significantly and the phenomenological spectral density is dominated by the first excitation [64] . In the QSR framework, meson masses are evaluated as the average of the particular meson mass Borel curve m X (M ) which shows maximum flatness in the corresponding Borel window.
The left panels in Figs. 2 and 3 unravel an unpleasant feature for the pseudo-scalar D meson: It seems hardly possible to identify a horizontally flat section of m P (s 0 , M ) within the Borel window which allows pinning down a robust value of the threshold s which have been circumvented in [23, 40] by some special handling. 4 The situation for the scalar D meson (right panels in Fig. 2 ) is much more suitable for adjusting the threshold and extracting mass and residuum. This analysis will be carried out in Sec. 4.2. The differences of the temperature effects on pseudo-scalar and scalar channels are to be discussed in Sec. 4.3. We emphasize that for T = 0 (upper panels in Figs. 2 and 3) and T = 150 MeV (lower panels in Figs. 2 and 3 ) the overall situation is the same. However, while in the pseudo-scalar channel the temperature effects within the region of interest are small (cf. left panels in Fig. 4 ), in the scalar channel the impact of non-zero temperatures is more pronounced in particular towards lower values of M (cf. right panels in Fig. 4) , where the mass parameter m S drops by about 150 MeV, and the residue R S by 0.2 GeV 6 . This is to be contrasted with m P slightly growing by m P = 50 MeV at most, and a nearly unaffected residuum, i. e. R P | T =0 ≈ R P | T =150 MeV , which can be read off from Fig. 4 . However, 4 In Ref.
[23] the threshold parameter s 
, lower panels), respectively. Note that the increment between contour lines in the right panels is not constant in contrast to the left panels and any other contour plot in this paper. In order to elucidate the numerical impact of the temperature differences, the contour colors depict the modulus of the differences while the contour lines are labeled with the corresponding sign.
we cannot pin down reliable values of m P and subsequently R P within the conventional approach. To summarize, the scenario m S → m P is the qualitative outcome of our study using the conventional QSR approach. This outcome is in agreement with the findings in [26] . However, we will find quantitative differences in Sec. 5.2.
Scalar D meson
A further quantitative analysis, which is based on the conventional approach requiring maximal flatness of the mass Borel curve within the Borel window, is worthwhile. The steep Borel curve section spoiling the extraction method of the spectral meson parameters as well as the insensitive perturbative region are avoided if standard criteria are imposed upon the Borel window range [64] . Therefore, the lower of the Borel window, where the highest order condensate term is required to contribute less than 10 % to the OPE, is determined from the sum of the moduli of the dimension-5 terms; and the upper limit M S max is extracted by requiring the continuum to contribute less than 50 % to the spectral integral of the QSR.
The results exhibit a mass drop of the scalar D meson. As depicted in Fig. 5 , calculating the average of the mass Borel curve with optimal continuum threshold parameter, corresponding to the white cuts in the right panels in Fig. 2 , yields the scalar D meson mass m S = 2.334 GeV (which compares well with experimental value m S = 2.318 GeV [3] ) in vacuum which drops to m S = 2.182 GeV at T = 150 MeV. This mass drop is caused essentially by the changed continuum threshold parameter which in turn comes from the mildly changed contours of m S (s 0 , M ) due to temperatures effects to be discussed further below in Sec. 4.3.
A numerical Borel analysis for continuous temperatures up to 150 MeV, where the low-temperature expansion of the condensates is assumed to hold [55] , yields temperature dependent scalar D meson masses m S and residua R S averaged within the Borel window as depicted in Fig. 6 . These results exhibit a clear scalar D meson mass drop. Provided the pseudo-scalar D meson mass is non-decreasing w. r. t. T , this points to approaching chiral partner meson masses for increasing temperatures, and thus, to chiral restoration.
The drop of R S ( f S ) with increasing temperature indicates that the scalar D meson decouples from the scalar (vector) quark current. That is a sign of deconfinement. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the continuum threshold also drops with increasing temperature. In other words, one sees the onset of the disappearance of the single-particle peak and its replacement by the quark-anti-quark continuum. Thus, one sees precursors for both effects that are expected to happen in a hot and dense medium: chiral restoration and deconfinement. What remains to be checked is whether all the properties of the scalar D meson move towards the properties of the pseudo-scalar partner. We have seen the tendency for the masses. How about the overlap with the quark currents? Anticipating the results from Sec. 5.1 we find R P ≈ 0.54 GeV 6 and f P ≈ 0.21 GeV for the vacuum case. We assume that this does not change much at low temperatures. Comparison with the results of Fig. 6 shows that R S (T ) drops very fast towards R P (T = 0), in qualitative agreement with expectations. For f S , however, the situation is different. Already its vacuum value is smaller than the pseudo-scalar decay constant and it drops further with temperature -in agreement with the deconfinement picture. Whether this apparent tension between chiral restoration and deconfinement is lifted by an in-medium drop of f P remains to be seen, cf. Subsec. 5.2. We recall that the extraction of the in-medium (pseudo-)scalar decay constant is accompanied by some subtleties as already discussed below Eq. (9). In any case, the more directly deduced overlap of the scalar meson with the scalar quark current shows the expected behavior of R S → R P . The temperature behavior of the scalar D meson mass m D depicted in Fig. 6 deviates from the result calculated from a hadronic approach incorporating heavy-quark symmetry as well as terms which explicitly break chiral symmetry [26] , cf. Fig. 9 below. Although, both approaches predict a significant mass drop at high temperatures, the D meson mass deduced from the hadronic approach remains almost constant before dropping rapidly at T ∼ 120 MeV, while our QSR evaluation points to a smooth (parabolic) temperature dependence. Such a behavior is transferred to the respective residuum R S and decay constant f S which approximately obeys
cf. Fig. 6 . In the framework of chiral perturbation theory, this functional form has been distilled from the leading order temperature dependence of the axial-vector correlator at large space-like momenta determining the pion decay constant f π , where massless pions have been assumed, i. e. a two-flavor system which imposes the factor 1/12 [68] . It is not clear whether this is just a coincidence or whether this points to a deeper relation between the in-medium behavior of the decay constants of different spin-0 mesons. It would be also interesting to contrast these findings with results for f S (T ) in the hadronic approach of [26] . This has not been calculated yet.
Origin of temperature effects in both channels
Naively, the different temperature behaviors of the chiral partners may be attributed to canceling temperature dependences of the condensates in the pseudo-scalar OPE contrasted by accumulating temperature dependent contributions in the scalar OPE, i. e.
with
cf. Tab. 1. In the light chiral limit, m π → 0, the only relevant terms at low temperatures in Eq. (14b) arise from the chirally odd contributions, i. e. the chiral condensate and the mixed quark-gluon condensate. Hence, no significant cancelation of channel-specific and channel-independent terms occurs, but the relevant temperature dependent terms enter the pseudo-scalar and scalar OPEs Π P,S with opposite sign. Since the different temperature behaviors of pseudo-scalar and scalar mesons cannot be understood by comparing the temperature dependent OPE contributions Π
P,S
T , one needs to disclose intermediate steps of the Borel analysis to explain the phenomenon in the scope of QSRs.
We recall that, in this framework, meson masses are evaluated as the average of the particular meson mass Borel curve, which shows maximum flatness in the corresponding Borel window. The meson mass Borel curves of pseudo-scalar and scalar D mesons feature a pole below the Borel window, which lifts the mass Borel curve in the Borel window and subsequently increases the meson mass average. These poles originate from zeros of the OPEs Π P,S (M ), entering the denominator of the mass Borel curve formula (11) , and are subject to changes at higher temperatures which turn out to be very different for pseudo-scalar and scalar mesons, cf. Appendix B for further details.
While the pole in the pseudo-scalar curve is hardly shifted, the relevant pole of the scalar meson mass Borel curve m S (M ) experiences sizable shifts to lower Borel masses for growing temperatures and vanishes at high T . Due to the vicinity of the Borel window the scalar D meson mass is effected by such a drastic temperature behavior of the pole structure of the scalar meson mass Borel curve. Although the Borel window boundary M S min also moves to lower Borel masses for rising temperatures, the minimum of the mass Borel curve at the vacuum value of the threshold s 
Borel analysis with given meson mass input
The conventional Borel analysis as performed in the previous section successfully provides temperature dependent spectral information for the scalar D meson, whereas the equivalent data can not be reliably deduced for its pseudo-scalar partner. In order to obtain these results, the conventional analysis is contrasted by an analysis which utilizes the given meson mass as input and aims for deducing the hadron's residuum and decay constant, already successfully applied to pseudo-scalar D mesons in vacuum [36, 37] . This optimized approach utilizes a Borel mass dependent continuum threshold ansatz s 0 (M ) = n max n=0 s (n) M 2n to obtain unbiased mesonic decay constants, cf. Appendix C for details.
Vacuum Borel curves and extraction of |V cd |
Before deducing temperature dependent decay properties, we study the residua and decay constants of the D mesons in vacuum at T = 0 to test this approach and to extract the off-diagonal CKM matrix element |V cd |. Our evaluations show that the minimization procedure incorporated into the approach yields acceptable results only for a fixed Borel window and fails for continuum threshold parameter dependent upper Borel window boundaries M max (s 0 ). To reduce the impact of the continuum on the spectral properties of the pseudo-scalar and scalar D mesons the Borel windows from the conventional analysis, [0.9 GeV, 1.5 GeV] and [1.2 GeV, 2 GeV], respectively, cf. Fig. 2 upper panels, have been utilized to obtain the results in Fig. 7 .
The mass Borel curves (upper panels) for an increasing number of polynomials contributing to the M -dependent continuum threshold parameter adapt closer to the actual D meson mass in both channels. We recover previous findings for the pseudo-scalar decay constant in the range of f P = (201−211) MeV in Ref. [37, 39, 40, 69] as well as the tendency of rising residuum and decay constant values for increasing n max reported in [36] In order to determine the off-diagonal CKM matrix element, |V cd |, by virtue of Eq. (5), the pseudoscalar D meson has to be used, because the branching fraction for the needed decay S + → + ν is not available. Apart from the decay constant f P all necessary numerical values can be found in Ref. [3] . The Borel curves for extracting f P are shown in Fig. 7 , where the averaged decay constants (depicted by horizontal lines in the lower left panel) are f P = 194, 207 and 212 MeV for n max = 0, 1 and 2, respectively. Depending on the degree of the polynomial continuum threshold ansatz the resulting CKM matrix element varies between |V cd | = 0.219 and 0.239 which is in agreement with |V cd | PDG = 0.230 ± 0.011 from Ref. [3] . Employing the decay constant with n max = 2, providing presumably the most reliable numerical value, one obtains |V cd | = 0.219 for the CKM matrix element with ∼ 10 % uncertainty, where aside from the branching fraction measurement, the extraction of the decay constant gives the largest relative uncertainty if one takes the decay constant range from n max = 0 to 2 as a rough estimate. (26) with minimized deviations from the actual meson mass depicted by the solid horizontal line. The blue solid, green dashed and red dotted curves correspond to continuum thresholds with the degree of the polynomial ansatz n max = 0, 1 and 2, respectively. The residuum and decay constant Borel curves depicted in the lower panels are associated with the mass Borel curves in the upper panels, i. e. the same color code applies, where the corresponding horizontal lines depict the Borel window average. The vertical dashed and dotted lines denote the respective lower and upper Borel window boundaries.
Temperature effects
Extracting the decay constant from a fixed meson mass by adjusting multiple coefficients of a Borel mass dependent continuum threshold is also viable in a strongly interacting medium if the temperature and/or net-baryon density dependence of the respective meson mass is at our disposal. The resulting decay properties of chiral partner mesons may contain signals of (partial) chiral restoration in the medium.
Due to lacking experimental information we use the temperature dependent D meson masses that are calculated within a hadronic approach comprising chiral symmetry breaking terms [26] as well as the scalar D meson mass results from Sec. 4.2 for a comparison, cf. Fig. 8 . As the temperature curves in Ref. [26] are given in the temperature range of T = (80 − 230) MeV we extrapolate these mass curves to facilitate our low-temperature evaluation covering T = (0 − 150) MeV. Starting from the pseudo-scalar and scalar D meson vacuum values [3] the mass curves are connected to the associated curves from [26] by a straight line.
We studied various Borel window configurations building on the vacuum and T = 150 MeV Borel [26] to obtain the pseudo-scalar decay properties. As anticipated in the previous section the residuum R P (T ) undergoes only subtle changes depicted by the green dashed curve in the left panel of Fig. 9 . It mildly drops in agreement with the expectation for the pseudo-scalar meson quark current overlap R P = |〈0| j P (0)|P〉| 2 as a precursor of deconfinement in a strongly interacting medium. The corresponding decay constant f P (T ) also decreases, cf. Fig. 9 right panel. For growing temperatures the residuum R S (T ), obtained with input from Ref. [26] , i. e. the blue solid curve, increases by 5 % at T = 120 MeV before dropping rapidly. The associated temperature curve of the decay constant f S (T ) exhibits a similar behavior. The rising R S (T ) and f S (T ) at low temperatures are driven by the rapidly changing chiral condensate while the scalar meson mass remains almost constant. When m S decreases at higher values of T it dominates the temperature behavior of the scalar residuum and decay constant, yielding rapidly dropping temperature curves. The final decrease fits to the chiral restoration scenario. Whether the small intermediate rise is of physical significance or an artifact of the hadronic-model input or lies numerically inside of the intrinsic uncertainty of the QSR method remains to be seen.
The resulting temperature dependences of R S (T ) and f S (T ) obtained with the scalar D meson mass Fig. 8 , where the same color code applies. The depicted results are computed from a continuum threshold with second degree of the polynomial ansatz, i. e. n max = 2.
input from the conventional analysis, depicted by the orange dotted curves, exhibit the expected qualitative behaviors right away. As the input mass drops fast enough for rising temperatures, the residuum and decay constant decrease monotonically. Signals of chiral symmetry restoration can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 9 , where the pseudo-scalar (green dashed) and scalar (orange dotted) residuum curves approach each other at high temperatures, whereas the decay constant curves in the right panel exhibit an approximately constant gap. However, due to the relation (9) between residuum and decay constant it is a matter of the temperature dependence of the meson mass if precursors of chiral symmetry restoration also translate to f S (T ). If the meson mass decreases slower than the orange dotted curve in Fig. 8 , but fast enough to ensure a decreasing residuum, f S (T ) may decrease slower than f P (T ) signaling partial chiral symmetry restoration, as well.
As anticipated in Subsec. 4.2, the tension between chiral symmetry restoration and deconfinement is relieved, indeed, because both types of spectral parameters, R X (T ) and f X (T ), can decrease while the individual curves of chiral partner D mesons approach each other, simultaneously. This evaluation of (partial) chiral symmetry restoration patterns of parameters relevant to deconfinement effects exemplifies that DχSB and confinement can not be studied separately but their relations [71] are to be taken into account.
Summary
Besides confinement, chiral symmetry breaking is the central phenomenon of QCD because it provides a mass generating mechanism giving essentially mass to the light hadrons. As this mechanism is based on a spontaneous symmetry breaking principle the chiral symmetry breaking pattern as well as its restoration in a strongly interacting medium are subject to a large variety of investigations. While previous studies often consider chiral effects on light mesons [13, 14, [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] , we shift the focus to the heavy-light sector evaluating pseudo-scalar and scalar D meson QSRs, because the notions of chiral symmetry can be translated into the heavy-light sector supposed the symmetry transformations are restricted to the light-quark content. While pseudo-scalar D mesons have already been investigated in the framework of QSRs in the vacuum [37, 40, 58] and in the medium [23, 30, 33, 79] , the investigations in the present paper provide QSR results in vacuum and at finite temperatures for pseudo-scalar as well as scalar D mesons, allowing for insights into the DχSB phenomenology.
While the conventional QSR analysis is inadequate to extract the pseudo-scalar D meson mass, its scalar counterpart can be treated successfully. However, from intermediate steps of the analysis a particular insensitivity of the pseudo-scalar QSR to temperature changes is evident, suggesting a negligible modification of the pseudo-scalar D meson spectral properties. As the scalar QSR evaluation yields a decreasing mass for growing temperatures, the channel-specific chiral partner sum rules signal the onset of partial chiral restoration. We regard our low-temperature approximation valid up to about 150 MeV. This approximation is necessary for a reliable and model-independent evaluation of the condensates in a hadronic thermal medium. The behavior of constant pseudo-scalar D mass and dropping scalar D mass is in qualitative agreement with the findings of Ref. [26] , but the parabolic temperature curve deviates from the scalar D meson mass curve presented there.
Although, medium modifications of the D meson masses do not lead to measurable changes of the D meson production in a statistical hadronization model [29] , the D meson yields in heavy-ion collisions may be sensitive to their altered decay properties in an ambient strongly interacting medium. Accordingly, we have extracted the temperature dependences of the scalar D meson decay constants utilizing channel-specific QSRs. Due to their connection to particular leptonic branching fractions such decay constants are of large interest allowing for the determination of the off-diagonal CKM matrix element |V cd | = 0.219 at T = 0 as a bonus.
The growing interest in decay constants of open charm mesons has lead to QSRs for these quantities using the experimentally determined vacuum masses as phenomenological input [37, 80] . Hence, employing the estimated temperature behavior of these masses [26] allows for the prediction of their in-medium decay constants. An improvement of the QSR analysis by introducing a Borel mass dependent continuum threshold parameter, which is supposed to suppress contaminations of the lowest resonance from continuum excitations of the spectral density, results in residuum and decay constant temperature curves deviating from the ones of the conventional analysis, i. e. albeit showing signals of chiral restoration at high temperatures the scalar residuum and decay constant do not decrease monotonically. This tension between chiral symmetry restoration and deconfinement can be lifted, if scalar D meson mass curves are used which drop significantly already at low temperatures, e. g. the resulting mass temperature curve from the conventional analysis.
While the planned facilities at NICA [81] , FAIR [82] and J-PARC [83] will address charm degrees of freedom in a baryonic dense medium, the running collider experiments at LHC and RHIC are delivering at present a wealth of data on charm and bottom degrees of freedom in a high-temperature environment at very small net-baryon density. The firm application of QSRs on these quite different experimental conditions and the relation to observables, in particular those supporting the quest for chiral restoration signatures, deserve much more dedicated investigations on the theory side.
with N f -dimensional flavor vector ψ and flavor matrix τ. They are decomposable into the (iso-vector) currents j 
and
in terms of the left-right and right-left handed currents j τ LR and j τ RL , respectively. In three-quark system, heavy-light meson currents are recovered, e. g., for the choice τ = τ = (λ 4 + iλ 5 )/2 being a combination of Gell-Mann matrices. Accordingly, we obtain
General chiral transformations restricted to the light parts of the left and right handed flavor vectors
with the rotation parameters Θ 
T we can explicate the desired finite transformations
where C is a common label for either L or R, ϕ C = (u C , d C ) T , σ a are the Pauli matrices and Θ a C the three non-vanishing rotation parameters. Employing the finite transformations restricted to the light part of the flavor vector ψ we aim for a set of rotation parameters Θ a L,R which transforms the pseudo-scalar into the scalar heavy-light current, i. e.
Choosing
with integer k we obtain
where k = 0 has been used, exemplarily. The chiral transformation (20) specified by the rotation parameters (23) also exhibits the chirally odd nature of the chiral condensate
i. e., as expected, it turns the chiral condensate into its negative.
B. Temperature effects on the pseudo-scalar and scalar OPEs
The sizable shifts and vanishing of the poles of the mass Borel curve m S (M ) at higher temperatures can be understood from the scalar OPE Π S (M ) which drifts upwards for increasing temperatures featuring no zeros M S 0 above a particular temperature, cf. right panel in Fig. 10 . In contrast, the temperature drift of the pseudo-scalar OPE Π S (M ), cf. left panel in Fig. 10 , does alter the location of its zero M The vanishing and persistence of zeros of the pseudo-scalar and scalar OPEs can also be understood if the major OPE contributions at the relevant Borel mass ranges are considered. In Fig. 11 the main contributions to the OPE are depicted: the perturbative term, the chiral condensate term and the mixed quark-gluon condensate term. The perturbative contribution remains the same while the condensate contributions decrease with increasing temperature. In vacuum, the dominant contribution to the OPE at high Borel mass M is the perturbative term consecutively superseded by the chiral and mixed condensate term for lower values of M . Due to the downshift of the condensate curves at high temperatures, e. g. T = 250 MeV, the perturbative term as the dominating term of the OPE is directly superseded by the mixed condensate term for decreasing M . Depending on the particular signs of the single condensate contributions this leads to different numbers of zeros of the OPEs Π, as exhibited in Fig. 10 .
In order to further investigate the poles of the mass Borel curves (11) which originate from dividing by Π X = 0 it is instructive to study m X (R X ) plots extracted from the sum rule F and its derivative F 1 , as depicted in Fig. 1 , for values of M in the vicinity of the zero of the corresponding OPE Π X . From originating from F produces a vertical section along R X = 0 followed by an approximately horizontal section which drifts upwards as M approaches M X 0 . The C-shape curves from F 1 remain unaffected. For M further apart from the pole, e. g. |M − M P 0 | > 0.021 GeV, the resulting curves of F and F 1 intersect within a reasonable R X -range, e. g. R P < 2 GeV 6 , but in the close vicinity of M P 0 crossings tend to appear far above that regime indicating the singularity in the corresponding residuum Borel curve. As this reasoning also applies to the temperature shifted poles, the vacuum as well as finite-T mass and residuum Borel curves near the zeros of the OPE have to be taken with care.
C. Optimized QSR approach for decay constant extraction
For a pole + continuum ansatz, the continuum threshold parameter s 0 is adjusted to reproduce the given meson mass parameter m from the respective mass Borel curve m(M ) employing the flatness criterion. Subsequently, the Borel averaged residuum R is calculated from Π X with the extracted continuum threshold parameter. The corresponding decay constant f is readily obtained from Eq. (9) .
In order to improve the flatness of the mass Borel curve within the Borel window one may introduce a Borel mass dependent continuum threshold parameter [84] 
where the coefficients s (n) are chosen to minimize deviations of the mass Borel curve from the known actual meson mass. This approach has been checked for potential toy models, where the spectral information of the lowest resonance as well as the OPE are precisely known. As an effective continuum threshold (26) produces more accurate results than a fixed continuum threshold parameter in these test cases [85] one may infer that the Borel mass dependent s 0 reduces the contamination of the lowest resonance by continuum states, thus, rendering the semi-local quark-hadron duality 
While ρ res s 0 (M ) = 0 for a pole ansatz δ(s − m 2 ), because we assume m 2 < s 0 , the continuum contribution merged with the perturbative term is altered if the derivative of the continuum threshold parameter w. r. t. 1/M 2 does not vanish.
